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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a vehicle
steering control apparatus and a steering control method,
for turning a turning wheel via a turning motor at a target
turning angle in response to a vehicle driver’s operation
of a steering operation element, with a torque transmis-
sion path between the steering operation element and
the turning wheel being mechanically decoupled.

Background Art

[0002] In one technology, there is a steering control
apparatus for turning the turning wheels via the turning
motor at a target turning angle in response to the oper-
ation of the steering operation element (i.e., steering
wheel), with the torque transmission path between the
steering operation element and the turning wheels being
mechanically decoupled. Such a steering control appa-
ratus is an apparatus configuring a system (i.e., SBW
system) generally called Steer By Wire (hereinafter,
sometimes referred to as "SBW").
[0003] The SBW system includes a backup clutch to
mechanically couple the torque transmission path at the
timing of a system failure time or system off.
[0004] In order to diagnose the state of the above-de-
scribed backup clutch, the engagement or release of the
backup clutch needs to be done frequently, but an oper-
ation sound is generated at the time of the engagement
or release of the backup clutch. For this reason, for ex-
ample, JP2010-221918 A1 proposes a technique of start-
ing the diagnosis of the backup clutch, when it is detected
that a vehicle driver is not in the vehicle.
[0005] JP 2011 235891 A describes a vehicle steering
control apparatus comprising: a driving source config-
ured to drive a driving wheel; a turning motor configured
to turn a turning wheel ; a backup clutch configured to be
switchable between a release state of mechanically de-
coupling a torque transmission path between a steering
operation element operated by a driver and the turning
wheel and an engagement state of mechanically coupling
the torque transmission path; a steering torque detector
configured to detect a steering torque to be applied to a
steering shaft included in the torque transmission path,
when the driver operates the steering operation element;
a clutch controller configured to set the backup clutch to
the engagement state in starting the driving source, and
to switch the backup clutch in the engagement state to
the release state when the steering torque detected by
the steering torque detector after the driving source starts
becomes equal to or lower than a clutch release start
torque that is set beforehand; and
a turning motor controller configured to make the turning
motor output a turning assistance torque for assisting
turning of the turning wheel in response to an operation
of the steering operation element, when the clutch con-

troller sets the backup clutch to the engagement state,
and configured to make the turning motor output the turn-
ing torque depending on a target turning angle in re-
sponse to the operation of the steering operation ele-
ment, when the clutch controller switches the backup
clutch in the engagement state to the release state.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0006] In the technique described in PLT 1, the backup
clutch is diagnosed before the driver gets in a vehicle,
the engine startup is waited for with the backup clutch
being released, and the SBW control starts after the en-
gine starts. However, when the state of waiting for the
engine startup continues for a long time after the driver
gets in the vehicle, the backup clutch is engaged, in some
cases, for suppressing the power consumption. In this
case, the backup clutch is released after the engine
starts, and then the SBW control starts.
[0007] In this situation, when starting the engine while
the driver is steering the steering operation element, the
state where inner components such as a roller, cam, or
the like are engaged with each other is maintained in the
backup clutch. Hence, the release of the backup clutch
becomes difficult, in some cases. When the SBW control
starts in a state where the release of the backup clutch
is difficult, the control of the turning motor will start in the
state where the backup clutch is engaged, and the steer-
ing state of the steering operation element might be dif-
ferent from the driver’s intention.
[0008] The present disclosure has been made in view
of the above circumstances, and has an obj ect to provide
a vehicle steering control apparatus and steering control
method capable of suppressing the steering state of the
steering operation element from being different from the
driver’s intention in starting the engine.

Solution to Problem

[0009] In order to solve the above-described problem,
according to an aspect of the present disclosure, the
backup clutch is set to the engagement state in starting
the driving source for driving a driving wheel. Then, when
the steering torque detected after starting the driving
source becomes equal to or lower than a predefined
clutch release start torque, the backup clutch in the en-
gagement state is switched to the release state. Herein,
the steering torque is a torque to be applied to the steering
shaft configuring the torque transmission path between
the steering operation element operated by the driver
and the turning wheels.
[0010] In addition to this, when the backup clutch is set
to the engagement state, the turning assistance torque
for assisting the turning of the turning wheels is output
from the turning motor, in response to the operation of
the steering operation element. Further, when the backup
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clutch in the engagement state is switched to the release
state, the turning torque depending on the target turning
angle is output from the turning motor, in response to the
operation of the steering operation element.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0011] According to an aspect of the present disclo-
sure, even when starting the driving source while the driv-
er is steering the steering operation element, as far as
the steering torque that the driver applies to the steering
shaft exceeds the clutch release start torque, the backup
clutch is maintained in the engagement state. Then, the
steering torque that the driver applies to the steering shaft
becomes equal to or smaller than the clutch release start
torque, the backup clutch in the engagement state is
switched to the release state.
[0012] Accordingly, when the backup clutch is
switched to the release state, it is possible to reduce the
impact received by the driver through the driver’s hand
gripping the steering operation element. It is therefore
possible to suppress the steering state of the steering
operation element from being different from the driver’s
intention in starting the driving source.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a view illustrative of a schematic configu-
ration of a vehicle including a steering control appa-
ratus, in a first embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrative of a detailed
configuration of a turning motor controller;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrative of a process, by a
clutch controller, of generating a clutch control flag
and a turning control switch flag;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrative of a detailed
configuration of a reaction force motor controller;
FIG. 5 is a time chart illustrative of an example of an
operation to be performed by the steering control
apparatus; and
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrative of a detailed
configuration of the turning motor controller included
in the steering control apparatus, in a second em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.

Description of Embodiments

[0014] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described with reference to the accompanied drawings.

(First embodiment)

[0015] A first embodiment (hereinafter, referred to as
present embodiment) of the present disclosure will be
described with reference to the drawings.

(Configuration)

[0016] FIG. 1 is a view illustrative of a schematic con-
figuration of a vehicle including a vehicle steering control
apparatus (hereinafter, sometimes referred to as "steer-
ing control apparatus") in the present embodiment.
[0017] A vehicle including a steering control apparatus
1 in the present embodiment is a vehicle to which the
SBW system is applied.
[0018] In the SBW system, herein, driving of the turning
motor is controlled in response to the vehicle driver’s
steering operation of the steering operation element (i.e.,
steering wheel), and turning of the turning wheels is con-
trolled, so as to change the travel direction of the vehicle.
The driving of the turning motor is controlled in a state
where the backup clutch interposed between the steering
operation element and the turning wheels is switched to
a release state that is the normal state so that the torque
transmission path between the steering operation ele-
ment and the turning wheels is mechanically decoupled.
[0019] When an abnormality, for example, a discon-
nection or the like occurs in the SBW system, the backup
clutch in the release state is switched to the engagement
state to connect the torque transmission path mechani-
cally, so that the turning of the turning wheels is continued
by use of a force applied by a driver to the steering op-
eration element.
[0020] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the steering control ap-
paratus 1 in the present embodiment includes a turning
motor 2, and a reaction force motor 4, and a backup clutch
6. In addition, the steering control apparatus 1 includes
an engine instruction detector 8, a steering torque detec-
tor 10, a vehicle speed detector 12, a steering angle de-
tector 14, a turning angle detector 16, a turning motor
controller18, and a reaction force motor controller 20.
[0021] The turning motor 2 is a motor that drives in
response to a turning motor instruction current output
from the turning motor controller 18, and outputs a turning
torque to turn turning wheels W. The turning torque output
from the turning motor 2 is transmitted to a rack gear 24
via a turning motor output shaft 22 to be rotated by driving
of the turning motor 2.
[0022] The rack gear 24 includes a rack shaft 26 dis-
placed in a vehicle-width direction in accordance with
rotation of the turning motor output shaft 22. The both
ends of the rack shaft 26 are coupled with the turning
wheels W, respectively.
[0023] The turning wheels W are front wheels of the
vehicle (i.e. , left and right front wheels), and turn in ac-
cordance with a displacement in the vehicle-width direc-
tion of the rack shaft 26 and change the travel direction
of the vehicle. It is to be noted that, in the present em-
bodiment, the case where the turning wheels W are con-
figured with left and right front wheels will be described.
In accordance with this, in FIG. 1, the turning wheel W
of the left front wheel is indicated as a turning wheel WFL,
whereas the turning wheel of the right front wheel is in-
dicated as a turning wheel WFR.
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[0024] The reaction force motor 4 is displaced between
the steering operation element 28 and the backup clutch
6.
[0025] Further, the reaction force motor 4 is a motor
that drives in response to a reaction force motor instruc-
tion current output from the reaction force motor control-
ler 20, and is capable of outputting a steering reaction
force to the steering shaft 30. Thus, the reaction force
motor 4 outputs the steering reaction force to the steering
operation element 28 through the steering shaft 30.
[0026] Herein, the steering reaction force that the re-
action force motor 4 outputs to the steering operation
element 28 is a reaction force outputtable to the steering
shaft 30, in the state where the backup clutch 6 is
switched to the release state and the torque transmission
path between the steering operation element 28 and the
turning wheels W is mechanically decoupled.
[0027] In other words, the steering reaction force that
the reaction force motor 4 outputs to the steering shaft
30 is a reaction force to be exerted in an opposite direction
to the operation direction that the driver steers the steer-
ing operation element 28.
[0028] Furthermore, calculation of the steering reac-
tion force is done in accordance with a tire axial force
exerting on the turning wheels W or the steering state of
the steering operation element 28. Accordingly, an ap-
propriate steering reaction force is transmitted to the driv-
er who is steering the steering operation element 28.
[0029] The backup clutch 6 is interposed between the
steering operation element 28 that the driver operates
and the turning wheels W, and is switched between the
engagement sate and the release state depending on
the clutch instruction current output from the turning mo-
tor controller 18. It is to be noted that the backup clutch
6 is in the release state, in the normal state.
[0030] When the state of the backup clutch 6 is
switched to the release state, one end of the steering
shaft 30 is spaced apart from one end of a pinion shaft
32. Thus, the torque transmission path between the
steering operation element 28 and the turning wheels W
is mechanically decoupled not to transmit the steering
operation of the steering operation element 28 to the turn-
ing wheels W. It is to be noted that one end of the steering
shaft 30 is coupled with a steering side clutch plate 34 in
the inside of the backup clutch 6, and couples the other
end of the steering shaft 30 with the steering operation
element 28 to rotate with the steering operation element
28. Moreover, one end of the pinion shaft 32 is coupled
with a turning side clutch plate 36 in the inside of the
backup clutch 6, and engages a gear (not illustrated) ar-
ranged on the other end of the pinion shaft 32 with the
rack gear 24.
[0031] On the other hand, when the state of the backup
clutch 6 is switched to the engagement state, one end of
the steering shaft 30 is coupled with one end of the pinion
shaft 32. Accordingly, the torque transmission path be-
tween the steering operation element 28 and the turning
wheels W is mechanically coupled to transmit the steer-

ing operation of the steering operation element 28 to the
turning wheels W.
[0032] Thus, the steering shaft 30 configures a part of
the torque transmission path.
[0033] The engine instruction detector 8 outputs to the
turning motor controller 18 an information signal including
the state of the engine, not illustrated, (i.e., driving or
stopping of the engine), which is a driving source to drive
the driving wheels. It is to be noted that, in the present
embodiment, as an example, the driving wheels are rear
wheels (i.e. , left and right rear wheels) of the vehicle,
not illustrated. The present disclosure, however, is not
limited to this. The turning wheels W may be configured
to also serve as the driving wheels, as the front wheels
of the vehicle, in one embodiment. Also, the driving
source is not limited to the engine, and any motor capable
of driving the driving wheels is applicable, in one embod-
iment.
[0034] For example, the steering torque detector 10 is
provided in a steering column (not illustrated) rotatably
supporting the steering operation element 28, and de-
tects the torque applied to the steering shaft 30 when the
driver operates the steering operation element 28. Then,
the steering torque detector 10 outputs an information
signal including the detected steering torque to the turn-
ing motor controller 18. It is to be noted that, in the fol-
lowing description, the steering torque will be referred to
as "torque sensor value" , in some cases.
[0035] The vehicle speed detector 12 is a known ve-
hicle speed sensor, and detects the vehicle speed. Then,
the vehicle speed detector 12 outputs the information
signal including the detected vehicle speed to the turning
motor controller 18 and the reaction force motor controller
20.
[0036] The steering angle detector 14 is configured
with, for example, a resolver or the like, and is provided
in the steering column, same as the steering torque de-
tector 10.
[0037] In addition, the steering angle detector 14 de-
tects a current steering angle that is a current turning
angle of the steering operation element 28 (i.e., steering
operation amount). Then, the steering angle detector 14
outputs the information signal including the detected cur-
rent steering angle of the steering operation element 28
to the turning motor controller 18 and the reaction force
motor controller 20. It is to be noted that, in the following
description, the current steering angle will be referred to
as "current steering angle θs", in some cases.
[0038] The turning angle detector 16 is configured with,
for example, a resolver, and is provided in the turning
motor 2.
[0039] In addition, the turning angle detector 16 detects
a turning angle (i.e., turning angle) of the turning motor
2. Then, the turning angle detector 16 outputs an infor-
mation signal including the detected turning angle (here-
inafter, referred to as "turning motor rotation angle" in
some cases) to the turning motor controller 18. It is to be
noted that, in the following description, the turning motor
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rotation angle will be referred to as "actual turning angle
θt", in some cases.
[0040] The turning motor controller 18 inputs and out-
puts the information signals to and from the reaction force
motor controller 20, the engine instruction detector 8, and
the vehicle speed detector 12 through communications
lines 38 such as a CAN (i.e., Controller Area Network).
[0041] In addition, the turning motor controller 18 con-
trols driving of the turning motor 2 based on the informa-
tion signal received through the communications lines 38
and the information signal received from the steering an-
gle detector 14. It is to be noted that the detailed config-
uration of the turning motor controller 18 will be described
later.
[0042] The reaction force motor controller 20 inputs
and outputs the information signals to and from the turn-
ing motor controller 18 and the vehicle speed detector
12 through the communications lines 38.
[0043] In addition, the reaction force motor controller
20 controls driving of the reaction force motor 4 based
on the information signals received through the commu-
nications lines 38 and the information signal received
from the steering angle detector 14. It is to be noted that
the detailed configuration of the reaction force motor con-
troller 20 will be described later.

(Detailed configuration of turning motor controller 18)

[0044] Hereinafter, the detailed configuration of the
turning motor controller 18 will be described by use of
FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, together with the relationship with an-
other configuration of FIG. 2, with reference to FIG. 1.
[0045] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrative of the de-
tailed configuration of the turning motor controller 18.
[0046] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the turning motor con-
troller 18 includes a clutch controller 40, an EPS controller
42, and an SBW turning instruction angle calculation unit
44. Additionally, the turning motor controller 18 also in-
cludes a gain addition unit 46, a turning position servo
controller 48, a turning instruction current switch unit 50,
and a turning instruction current servo controller 52.
[0047] The clutch controller 40 receives an input of the
information signal output from the engine instruction de-
tector 8 and an input of the information signal output from
the steering torque detector 10. Then, the clutch control-
ler 40 generates a clutch control flag and a turning control
switch flag based on a state of the engine included in the
information signal output from the engine instruction de-
tector 8 and the torque sensor value included in the in-
formation signal output from the steering torque detector
10.
[0048] Furthermore, the clutch controller 40 outputs
the information signal including the generated clutch con-
trol flag to the backup clutch 6, as a clutch instruction
current. In addition to this, the clutch controller 40 outputs
the information signal including the generated turning
control switch flag to the turning instruction current switch
unit 50.

[0049] Herein, the clutch control flag is an instruction
value to switch the clutch instruction current to be output
to the backup clutch 6, and has a release instruction and
an engagement instruction.
[0050] Further, the turning control switch flag is an in-
struction value to switch the turning instruction current to
be output to the turning motor 2, and has an EPS state
and an SBW state.
[0051] Hereinafter, with reference to FIG. 3, a process,
by the clutch controller 40, of generating the clutch control
flag and the turning control switch flag will be described.
[0052] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrative of a process,
by the clutch controller 40, of generating the clutch control
flag and the turning control switch flag.
[0053] The flow chart illustrated in FIG. 3 starts from
the state where the engine of the vehicle stops (i.e. ,
"START" indicated in the drawing).
[0054] At first, in step S10, the clutch controller 40 re-
fers to the information signal output from the engine in-
struction detector 8, detects whether or not the engine
that has stopped is activated, and determines whether
or not the engine has started (i.e., "IGN ON ?" indicated
in the drawing).
[0055] In step S10, when it is determined that the en-
gine has started (i.e., "Y" indicated in the drawing), the
process to be done by the clutch controller 40 moves to
step S20.
[0056] On the other hand, in step S10, when it is de-
termined that the engine has not started (i.e., "N" indi-
cated in the drawing), the clutch controller 40 repeats the
process of step S10.
[0057] In step S20, the clutch controller 40 generates
the turning control switch flag as an EPS state (i.e., "turn-
ing control switch flag = EPS state" indicated in the draw-
ing). When the clutch controller 40 generates the turning
control switch flag as the EPS state in step S20, the proc-
ess to be done by the clutch controller 40 moves to step
S30.
[0058] In step S30, the clutch controller 40 refers to
the information signal output from the steering torque de-
tector 10. Then, it is determined whether or not the ab-
solute value of the torque sensor value applied by the
driver to the steering shaft 30 is equal to or lower than a
predefined clutch release start torque Ts1 (i.e., " | steer-
ing torque | <= Ts1 ? " indicated in the drawing). It is to
be noted that, in the present embodiment, as an example,
a positive (+) torque is set to be the steering torque in
the state where the steering operation element 28 has
been rotated to the right (clockwise) from the neutral po-
sition, whereas a negative (-) torque is set to be the steer-
ing torque in the state where the steering operation ele-
ment 28 has been rotated to the left (counterclockwise)
from the neutral position.
[0059] In this situation, the clutch release start torque
Ts1 is set according to, for example, the configuration of
the vehicle provided with the steering control apparatus
1 (for example, stiffness properties of the steering oper-
ation element 28 and the steering shaft 30). In addition,
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the clutch release start torque Ts1 is stored in the clutch
controller 40. It is to be noted that, for example, the clutch
release start torque Ts1 is calculated by an experiment,
for example.
[0060] The value of the clutch release start torque Ts1
(i.e., torque value) is a value at which the impact applied
from the steering operation element 28 to the driver steer-
ing the steering operation element 28 through driver’s
hands gripping the steering operation element 28 is
small, when the backup clutch 6 is released.
[0061] When it is determined that the absolute value
of the torque sensor value is equal to or lower than the
clutch release start torque Ts1 (i.e. , "Y" indicated in the
drawing) in step S30, the process to be done by the clutch
controller 40 moves to step S40.
[0062] On the other hand, when it is determined that
the absolute value of the torque sensor value is greater
than the clutch release start torque Ts1 (i.e. , "N" indicat-
ed in the drawing) in step S30, the clutch controller 40
repeats the process of step S30.
[0063] In step S40, the clutch controller 40 generates
a clutch control flag as a release instruction (i.e. , "clutch
control flag = release instruction" indicated in the draw-
ing). When, in step S40, when the clutch controller 40
generates the clutch control flag as the release instruc-
tion, the process to be done by the clutch controller 40
moves to step S50.
[0064] In step S50, the clutch controller 40 refers to
the information signal output from the steering torque de-
tector 10. Then, it is determined whether or not the ab-
solute value of the torque sensor value applied by the
driver to the steering shaft 30 is equal to or lower than a
predefined clutch release estimate torque Ts2 (i.e., " |
steering torque | <= Ts2 ? indicated in the drawing).
[0065] Herein, the clutch release estimate torque Ts2
is a torque lower than the clutch release start torque Ts1,
and is set according to, for example, the configuration of
the vehicle provided with the steering control apparatus
1 (for example, stiffness properties of the steering oper-
ation element 28 and the steering shaft 30). In addition,
the clutch release estimate torque Ts2 is stored in the
clutch controller 40, in a similar manner to the clutch re-
lease start torque Ts1. It is to be noted that the clutch
release estimate torque Ts2 is calculated by an experi-
ment, for example, in a similar manner to the clutch re-
lease start torque Ts1.
[0066] When it is determined that the absolute value
of the torque sensor value is equal to or lower than the
clutch release estimate torque Ts2 in step S50 (i.e., "Y"
indicated in the drawing), the process to be done by the
clutch controller 40 moves to step S60.
[0067] On the other hand, when it is determined that
the absolute value of the torque sensor value is greater
than the clutch release estimate torque Ts2 in step S50
(i.e., "N" indicated in the drawing), the process to be done
by the clutch controller 40 moves to step S70.
[0068] In step S60, the clutch controller 40 activates a
timer included therein (i.e., "timer = timer +1" indicated

in the drawing). Accordingly, the measurement of an
elapsed time for determination, which is a period while
the absolute value of the torque sensor value is equal to
or lower than the clutch release estimate torque Ts2,
starts in step S60. When the measurement for the
elapsed time for determination starts in step S60, the
process to be done by the clutch controller 40 moves to
step S80.
[0069] In step S70, the clutch controller 40 does not
activate the timer included therein (i.e., "timer = 0" indi-
cated in the drawing), and the process to be done by the
clutch controller 40 moves to step S80.
[0070] In step S80, it is determined whether or not the
elapsed time for determination that is being measured is
equal to or longer than a predefined SBW switch deter-
mination time Tm (i.e. , "elapsed time for determination
>= Tm ?" indicated in the drawing).
[0071] In this situation, the SBW switch determination
time Tm is a period from a time of starting the process
of shifting the state of the backup clutch 6 from the en-
gagement state to the release state to an estimated time
when the backup clutch 6 is completely shifted to the
release state. In addition, the SBW switch determination
time Tm is set according to, for example, the configuration
of the vehicle provided with the steering control appara-
tus 1 (for example, stiffness properties of the steering
operation element 28 and the steering shaft 30).
[0072] Further, the SBW switch determination time Tm
is stored in the clutch controller 40, in a similar manner
to the clutch release start torque Ts1. It is to be noted
that the SBW switch determination time Tm is calculated
by an experiment, for example, in a similar manner to the
clutch release start torque Ts1. When it is determined
that the elapsed time for determination is equal to or long-
er than the SBW switch determination time Tm (i.e., "Y"
indicated in the drawing) in step S80, the process to be
done by the clutch controller 40 moves to step S90.
[0073] On the other hand, it is determined that the
elapsed time for determination is shorter than the SBW
switch determination time Tm (i.e., "N" indicated in the
drawing) in step S80, the process to be done by the clutch
controller 40 moves to step S50.
[0074] In step S90, the clutch controller 40 generates
a turning control switch flag as an SBW state (i.e., "turning
control switch flag = SBW state" indicated in the drawing).
When the clutch controller 40 generates the turning con-
trol switch flag as the SBW state in step S90, the process
to be done by the clutch controller 40 comes to an end
(i.e., "END" indicated in the drawing).
[0075] As described heretofore, the clutch controller
40 sets the backup clutch 6 to the engagement state
when starting the engine. In addition to this, when the
steering torque detected by the steering torque detector
10 after the engine starts is equal to or lower than the
clutch release start torque Ts1, the clutch controller 40
switches the backup clutch 6 in the engagement state to
the release state.
[0076] Moreover, when the elapsed time for determi-
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nation is equal to or longer than the SBW switch deter-
mination time Tm after the engagement state of the back-
up clutch 6 starts to be switched to the release state, the
clutch controller 40 determines that the shifting of the
backup clutch 6 from the engagement state to the release
state has been completed.
[0077] The EPS controller 42 receives an input of the
information signal output from the steering torque detec-
tor 10 and an input of the information signal output from
the vehicle speed detector 12. Then, the EPS controller
42 calculates a failure-timing EPS assist current based
on the torque sensor value included in the information
signal output from the steering torque detector 10 and
the vehicle speed included in the information signal out-
put from the vehicle speed detector 12.
[0078] In addition, the EPS controller 42 outputs the
information signal including the failure-timing EPS assist
current that has been calculated to the gain addition unit
46 and the turning instruction current switch unit 50.
[0079] Herein, the failure-timing EPS assist current is
an instruction value in accordance with a turning motor
instruction current to output the steering assistance
torque to the turning wheels W from the turning motor 2,
when an abnormality, for example, a disconnection or
the like occurs in the SBW system.
[0080] In this situation, the steering assistance torque
that the turning motor 2 outputs to the turning wheels W
is a torque outputtable to the turning wheels W in a state
where the backup clutch 6 is switched to the engagement
state and the torque transmission path between the
steering operation element 28 and the turning wheels W
is mechanically coupled.
[0081] It is to be noted that, in the present embodiment,
the turning assistance torque output from the turning mo-
tor 2 with the backup clutch 6 being set to the engagement
state when starting the engine is set to a value to make
the steering torque equal to or lower than the clutch re-
lease start torque.
[0082] Accordingly, the torque value of the steering as-
sistance torque output from the turning motor 2 with the
backup clutch 6 being set to the engagement state when
starting the engine is made to have a value to promote
the driver who is operating the steering operation element
28 to perform the steering operation making the steering
torque equal to or lower than the clutch release start
torque.
[0083] In this case, for example, the backup clutch 6
is set to the engagement state, and the steering assist-
ance torque output from the turning motor 2 is output as
a torque opposite to the steering direction of the steering
operation element 28 operated by the driver. Such an
output torque is transmitted to the steering operation el-
ement 28 through the torque transmission path.
[0084] It is to be noted that the torque value of the steer-
ing assistance torque to promote the driver who is oper-
ating the steering operation element 28 to perform the
steering operation making the steering torque be equal
to or lower than the clutch release start torque is calcu-

lated by, for example, an experiment based on perform-
ance data or the like of the vehicle provided with the steer-
ing control apparatus 1.
[0085] The SBW turning instruction angle calculation
unit 44 receives an input of the information signal output
from the vehicle speed detector 12 and an input of the
information signal output from the steering angle detector
14. Then, the SBW turning instruction angle calculation
unit 44 calculates a turning instruction angle based on
the vehicle speed included in the information signal out-
put from the vehicle speed detector 12 and the current
steering angle θs included in the information signal output
from the steering angle detector 14.
[0086] In addition, the SBW turning instruction angle
calculation unit 44 outputs the information signal includ-
ing the turning instruction angle that has been calculated
to the turning position servo controller 48.
[0087] Herein, the turning instruction angle is a current
instruction value for calculating a target turning angle in
response to the driver’s operation of the steering opera-
tion element 28, and controls driving of the turning motor
2 depending on the target turning angle that has been
calculated.
[0088] The gain addition unit 46 receives an input of
the information signal output from the EPS controller 42.
Then, the gain addition unit 46 multiplies a predefined
start-timing assist gain by the failure-timing EPS assist
current included in the information signal output from the
EPS controller 42 to calculate a start-timing EPS assist
current.
[0089] In addition, the gain addition unit 46 outputs the
information signal including the start-timing EPS assist
current that has been calculated to the turning instruction
current switch unit 50.
[0090] Herein, the start-timing EPS assist current is an
instruction value in response to the turning motor instruc-
tion current to output the turning assistance torque from
the turning motor 2 to the turning wheels W when starting
the engine.
[0091] Further, the start-timing assist gain is set so that
the start-timing EPS assist current should be greater than
the failure-timing EPS assist current in accordance with
the performance (i.e., output or the like) of the turning
motor 2, and is stored in the gain addition unit 46.
[0092] As described heretofore, the turning assistance
torque output from the turning motor 2 with the backup
clutch 6 being set the engagement state when starting
the engine is made to have a torque greater than the
turning assistance torque output from the turning motor
2 with the backup clutch 6 being set to the engagement
state at the time of failure of the steering control appara-
tus 1.
[0093] The turning position servo controller 48 re-
ceives an input of the information signal output from the
SBW turning instruction angle calculation unit 44. Then,
the turning position servo controller 48 calculates the
SBW turning instruction current based on the turning in-
struction angle included in the information signal output
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from the SBW turning instruction angle calculation unit
44.
[0094] In addition, the turning position servo controller
48 outputs the information signal including the SBW turn-
ing instruction current that has been calculated to the
turning instruction current switch unit 50 and the turning
instruction current servo controller 52.
[0095] Herein, the SBW turning instruction current is
an instruction value in accordance with the turning motor
instruction current to output the torque depending on the
target turning angle to the turning wheels W.
[0096] Further, the turning position servo controller 48
receives an input of the information signal output from
the turning angle detector 16 and an input of the infor-
mation signal output from the turning instruction current
servo controller 52. In addition to this, the turning position
servo controller 48 detects the turning motor instruction
current that has finally been output to the turning motor
2. Then, the information signals output from the turning
angle detector 16 and the turning instruction current ser-
vo controller 52, and the turning motor instruction current
finally output to the turning motor 2 are used for calcu-
lating the SBW turning instruction current. Accordingly,
the turning position servo controller 48 performs feed-
back control on the calculation of the SBW turning in-
struction current.
[0097] The turning instruction current switch unit 50
receives inputs of the information signals output from the
clutch controller 40, the EPS controller 42, the gain ad-
dition unit 46, and the turning position servo controller 48.
[0098] In addition, the turning instruction current switch
unit 50 switches the turning instruction current based on
the turning control switch flag included in the information
signal output from the clutch controller 40. Then, the in-
formation signal including the switched current is output
to the turning instruction current servo controller 52.
[0099] Specifically, when the turning control switch flag
is in the EPS state and an abnormality occurs in the SBW
system, the turning instruction current is switched to the
failure-timing EPS assist current. It is to be noted that the
abnormality occurring in the SBW system is detected by,
for example, a monitor unit (not illustrated) to monitor the
state of the SBW system.
[0100] Furthermore, when the turning control switch
flag is in the EPS state and no abnormality occurs in the
SBW system, the turning instruction current is switched
to the start-timing EPS assist current.
[0101] Additionally, when the turning control switch
flag is in the SBW state, the turning instruction current is
switched to the SBW turning instruction current.
[0102] The turning instruction current servo controller
52 receives an input of the information signal output from
the turning instruction current switch unit 50. Then, the
turning instruction current servo controller 52 changes a
voltage to be supplied to the turning motor 2, so that the
turning motor instruction current depending on the turn-
ing instruction current included in the information signal
output from the turning instruction current switch unit 50

should be input into the turning motor 2.
[0103] In addition, the turning instruction current servo
controller 52 inputs and outputs the information signals
to and from the turning position servo controller 48. The
information signal to be output to the turning position ser-
vo controller 48 from turning instruction current servo
controller 52 includes a voltage to be supplied to the turn-
ing motor 2.
[0104] (Detailed configuration of reaction force motor
controller 20)
[0105] Hereinafter, the configuration of the reaction
force motor controller 20 will be described by using FIG.
4, with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 3, together with the
relationship with another configuration of FIG. 4.
[0106] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrative of a detailed
configuration of the reaction force motor controller 20.
[0107] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the reaction force motor
controller 20 includes an SBW reaction force instruction
current calculation unit 54 , and a reaction force instruc-
tion current servo controller 56.
[0108] The SBW reaction force instruction current cal-
culation unit 54 receives an input of the information signal
output from the vehicle speed detector 12 and an input
of the information signal output from the steering angle
detector 14. Then, the SBW reaction force instruction
current calculation unit 54 calculates the reaction force
instruction current based on the vehicle speed included
in the information signal output from the vehicle speed
detector 12 and the current steering angle θs included in
the information signal output from the steering angle de-
tector 14.
[0109] In addition, the SBW reaction force instruction
current calculation unit 54 outputs the information signal
including the reaction force instruction current that has
been calculated to the reaction force instruction current
servo controller 56.
[0110] Herein, the reaction force instruction current is
a current instruction value to control the driving of the
reaction force motor 4.
[0111] Further, the reaction force instruction current is
obtained by, for example, multiplying the actual turning
angle θt by a predefined reaction force motor gain. Here-
in, the reaction force motor gain is set beforehand by use
of a reaction force gain map. It is to be noted that the
reaction force gain map is a map depending on the ve-
hicle speed and the steering angle of the steering oper-
ation element 28, is created beforehand, and is stored in
the SBW reaction force instruction current calculation unit
54.
[0112] Then, the SBW reaction force instruction cur-
rent calculation unit 54 outputs the information signal in-
cluding the reaction force instruction current that has
been calculated to the reaction force instruction current
servo controller 56.
[0113] The reaction force instruction current servo con-
troller 56 receives an input of the information signal output
from the SBW reaction force instruction current calcula-
tion unit 54. Then, the reaction force instruction current
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servo controller 56 changes the voltage to be supplied
to the reaction force motor 4, so that the reaction force
motor instruction current depending on the reaction force
instruction current included in the information signal out-
put from the SBW reaction force instruction current cal-
culation unit 54 should be input to the reaction force motor
4.
[0114] Furthermore, the reaction force instruction cur-
rent servo controller 56 detects the reaction force motor
instruction current that has been finally output to the re-
action force motor 4. Subsequently, the reaction force
motor instruction current that has been finally output to
the reaction force motor 4 is used for controlling the volt-
age to be supplied to the reaction force motor 4. Accord-
ingly, the reaction force instruction current servo control-
ler 56 performs the feedback control on the voltage to be
supplied to the reaction force motor 4.

(Operations)

[0115] Next, an example of the operation to be per-
formed by use of the steering control apparatus 1 in the
present embodiment will be described by using FIG. 5,
with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 4.
[0116] FIG. 5 is a time chart illustrative of an example
of the operation to be performed by using the steering
control apparatus 1.
[0117] The time chart illustrated in FIG. 5 starts from
a waiting state (i.e., "state A" indicated in the drawing)
where the engine stops and the operation of the ignition
switch, not illustrated, by the driver who is sitting on the
driver’ s seat in a vehicle is being waited for. In this situ-
ation, the ignition switch is configured with, for example,
a button (i.e., ignition button) to be operated by the vehicle
driver.
[0118] In the state A, the ignition switch is not operated
(i. e. , "OFF" indicated in the drawing), as depicted in
"IGN" column representing the operation state of the ig-
nition switch.
[0119] Thus, in the state A, the turning instruction cur-
rent is "0" as depicted in "turning instruction current" col-
umn, and as depicted in "reaction force" column, the
steering reaction force output from the reaction force mo-
tor 4 to the steering shaft 30 is "0".
[0120] In addition, as depicted in "clutch control flag"
column, the clutch control flag is an "engagement instruc-
tion". Furthermore, as depicted in "turning control switch
flag" column, the turning control switch flag is in the "EPS
state" .
[0121] In the present embodiment, in the state A, a
case where the vehicle driver is steering the steering op-
eration element 28, such as a case where the vehicle
driver is gripping the steering operation element 28, will
be described. Thus, in the state A, as depicted in "steering
torque" column, the torque sensor value detected by the
steering torque detector 10 is greater than a state where
the driver is not steering the steering operation element
28.

[0122] Further, in the state A, since the clutch control
flag indicates the "engagement instruction", the backup
clutch 6 is engaged, and the torque transmission path
between the steering operation element 28 and the turn-
ing wheels W is mechanically coupled.
[0123] For this reason, in the state A, the current steer-
ing angle θs detected by the steering angle detector 14
is changing as depicted in the "steering angle" column,
in response to the driver’s steering operation of the steer-
ing operation element 28. In addition to this, the actual
turning angle θt detected by the turning angle detector
16 is changing as indicated in the "turning angle".
[0124] In the state A, when the ignition switch is oper-
ated by the driver (i.e., "ON" indicated in the drawing)
and the engine instruction detector 8 detects the activa-
tion of the engine as a state of the engine, the operation
performed by use of the steering control apparatus 1
shifts from the state A to the state B.
[0125] In the state B, the EPS controller 42 calculates
the failure-timing EPS assist current, and outputs the in-
formation signal including the failure-timing EPS assist
current that has been calculated to the gain addition unit
46 and the turning instruction current switch unit 50.
Then, the gain addition unit 46 multiplies the failure-tim-
ing EPS assist current by the start-timing assist gain, so
as to calculate the start-timing EPS assist current greater
than the failure-timing EPS assist current. Moreover, the
gain addition unit 46 outputs the information signal in-
cluding the start-timing EPS assist current that has been
calculated to the turning instruction current switch unit 50.
[0126] Then, the turning instruction current switch unit
50 switches the turning instruction current to the start-
timing EPS assist current based on the turning control
switch flag. Further, the turning instruction current switch
unit 50 outputs the information signal including the start-
timing EPS assist current to the turning instruction current
servo controller 52.
[0127] Then, the turning instruction current servo con-
troller 52 that has received the input of the information
signal including the start-timing EPS assist current
changes the voltage to be supplied to the turning motor
2, so that the turning motor instruction current according
to the start-timing EPS assist current should be input to
the turning motor 2.
[0128] Accordingly, as depicted in "turning instruction
current" column, the turning motor instruction current in-
put to the turning motor 2 changes according to the steer-
ing angle of the steering operation element 28, after hav-
ing gradually increased with elapse of time (i.e., "fade in"
indicated in the drawing).
[0129] Herein, in the present embodiment, the start-
timing EPS assist current is set to be greater value than
the failure-timing EPS assist current. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to set the turning motor instruction current input to
the turning motor 2 when starting the engine to be greater
than the turning motor instruction current input to the turn-
ing motor 2 when an abnormality occurs in the SBW sys-
tem.
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[0130] In addition, as the steering angle of the steering
operation element 28 is increased, the turning angle of
the turning wheels W are increased. In addition to this,
as the steering angle of the steering operation element
28 is increased, the steering reaction force output from
the reaction force motor 4 to the steering shaft 30 chang-
es in accordance with the steering angle of the steering
operation element 28, after having gradually increased
with elapse of time (i.e., "fade in" indicated in the draw-
ing).
[0131] Further, in the state B, the clutch control flag is
maintained in the "engagement instruction" in a similar
manner to the state A, and the turning control switch flag
is maintained in the "EPS state".
[0132] In the state B, the steering torque that the driver
is applying to the steering shaft 30 becomes lower, and
when the absolute value of the torque sensor value be-
comes equal to or lower than the clutch release start
torque Ts1, the operation performed by use of the steer-
ing control apparatus 1 shifts from the state B to the state
C.
[0133] In the state C, the clutch controller 40 generates
the clutch control flag as a "release instruction". Then,
the clutch controller 40 outputs the information signal
generated as the "release instruction" to the backup
clutch 6 as a clutch instruction current. The backup clutch
6 that has received the input of the clutch instruction cur-
rent starts shifting from the engagement state to the re-
lease state.
[0134] In addition, in the state C, the turning control
switch flag is maintained in the "EPS state", in a similar
manner to the state B.
[0135] Further, in the state C, the reaction force motor
4 outputs the steering reaction force in accordance with
the steering angle of the steering operation element 28
to the steering shaft 30, in a similar manner to the state B.
[0136] Thus, after a state where the backup clutch 6
is set to the engagement state and the turning motor 2
outputs the turning assistance torque, until a state where
the backup clutch 6 in the engagement state is switched
to the release state, the reaction force motor controller
20 outputs the steering reaction force to the steering shaft
30.
[0137] For this reason, in the present embodiment, in
the state C, where the turning motor 2 is outputting the
turning assistance torque and the reaction force motor 4
is outputting the steering reaction force to the steering
shaft 30, the backup clutch 6 in the engagement state is
switched to the release state.
[0138] Accordingly, in the present embodiment, the im-
pact transmitted to the steering operation element 28
from the backup clutch 6 when the engagements state
is switched to the release state is lower than the steering
reaction force to be output by the reaction force motor 4
to the steering shaft 30.
[0139] When the absolute value of the torque sensor
value is equal to or lower than the clutch release estimate
torque Ts2 in the state C, the timer included in the clutch

controller 40 is activated to start the measurement of the
elapsed time for determination.
[0140] When the elapsed time for determination be-
comes equal to or longer than the SBW switch determi-
nation time, the clutch controller 40 determines that shift-
ing from the engagement state of the backup clutch 6 to
the release state is completed. Then, the operation per-
formed by use of the steering control apparatus 1 shifts
from the state C to the state D.
[0141] In the state D, the clutch controller 40 generates
a turning control switch flag as the "SBW state". Then,
the clutch controller 40 outputs the information signal in-
cluding the turning control switch flag that has been gen-
erated as "SBW state" to the turning instruction current
switch unit 50.
[0142] Accordingly, in the present embodiment, when
the elapsed time for determination is shorter than the
SBW switch determination time Tm, it is determined that
shifting from the engagement state to the release state
of the backup clutch 6 is not completed, the turning con-
trol switch flag is maintained in the "EPS state".
[0143] Next, the turning instruction current switch unit
50 switches the turning instruction current from the start-
timing EPS assist current to the SBW turning instruction
current based on the turning control switch flag. Moreo-
ver, the turning instruction current switch unit 50 outputs
the information signal including the SBW turning instruc-
tion current to the turning instruction current servo con-
troller 52.
[0144] Then, the turning instruction current servo con-
troller 52 that has received the input of the information
signal including the SBW turning instruction current
changes the voltage to be supplied to the turning motor
2, so that the turning motor instruction current according
to the SBW turning instruction current should be input to
the turning motor 2.
[0145] In other words, the turning motor controller 18
causes the turning motor 2 to output the turning assist-
ance torque, when the clutch controller 40 sets the state
of the backup clutch 6 to the engagement state. In addi-
tion to this, the turning motor controller 18 causes the
turning motor 2 to output the turning torque depending
on the target turning angle, in accordance with the SBW
turning instruction current, when the clutch controller 40
switches the backup clutch 6 in the engagement state to
the release state.
[0146] Furthermore, when the clutch controller 40 de-
termines that shifting from the engagement state of the
backup clutch 6 to the release state is completed, the
turning motor controller 18 outputs the turning torque de-
pending on the target turning angle to control driving of
the turning motor 2.
[0147] Accordingly, as depicted in "turning instruction
current" column, the turning motor instruction current in-
put to the turning motor 2 gradually increases with elapse
of time ("fade in" indicated in the drawing), and then
changes in accordance with the steering angle of the
steering operation element 28.
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[0148] In addition, when the backup clutch 6 in the en-
gagement state is switched to the release state, shifting
from the EPS state to the SBW state is enabled with the
impact received by the driver’ s hands gripping the steer-
ing operation element 28 being made possible to be re-
duced.
[0149] Further, in the state D, the clutch control flag is
maintained in the "release instruction" in a similar manner
to the state C.
[0150] It is to be noted that, according to a steering
control method to be performed in the operation of the
steering control apparatus 1, in the present embodiment,
as described above, the steering torque applied by the
driver to the steering shaft 30 is detected. In addition to
this, the backup clutch 6 is set to the engagement state
in starting the engine, and when the steering torque de-
tected after the start of the engine is equal to or lower
than the clutch release start torque Ts1, the backup clutch
6 in the engagement state is switched to the release state.
Furthermore, when the state of the backup clutch 6 is set
to the engagement state, the turning assistance torque
is output from the turning motor 2, and when the backup
clutch 6 in the engagement state is switched to the re-
lease state, the turning torque depending on the target
turning angle is output from the turning motor 2.

(Advantageous effect of the first embodiment)

[0151] In some embodiments, advantageous effects
to be described below can be brought about.

(1) The clutch controller 40 sets the backup clutch 6
to the engagement state in starting the engine, and
when the absolute value of the torque sensor value
is equal to or lower than the clutch release start
torque Ts1 after the engine starts, the backup clutch
6 in the engagement state is switched to the release
state.
In addition, when the clutch controller 40 sets the
state of the backup clutch 6 to the engagement state,
the turning motor controller 18 causes the turning
motor 2 to output the turning assistance torque ac-
cording to the start-timing EPS assist current. Fur-
ther, when the clutch controller 40 switches the back-
up clutch 6 in the engagement state to the release
state, the turning torque depending on the target
turning angle is output from the turning motor 2, in
accordance with the SBW turning instruction current.
Accordingly, when the backup clutch 6 in the en-
gagement state is switched to the release state, shift-
ing from the EPS state to the SBW state is enabled
with the impact received by the driver through the
driver’s hands gripping the steering operation ele-
ment 28 being made possible to be reduced.
As a result, it is possible to suppress the steering
state of the steering operation element 28 from being
different from the driver’s intention when starting the
engine. Moreover, it is possible to suppress the driv-

er’s hands gripping the steering operation element
28 from losing control by the steering operation ele-
ment 28, and it is also possible to smoothly shift from
the EPS state to the SBW state.
(2) When the absolute value of the torque sensor
value is equal to or lower than the clutch release start
torque Ts1 after the engine starts, the clutch control-
ler 40 switches the backup clutch 6 in the engage-
ment state to the release state.
Accordingly, it is possible to suppress a free vibration
of the steering torque detector 10 or the steering
shaft 30 caused by a change in the steering torque
generated when the backup clutch 6 in the engage-
ment state is switched to the release state.
As a result, it is possible to suppress a noise or vi-
bration generated when the backup clutch 6 in the
engagement state is switched to the release state,
and it is also possible to reduce a sense of discomfort
that the driver feels.
(3) The turning motor controller 18 sets the torque
value of the turning assistance torque output from
the turning motor 2 in a state where the backup clutch
6 is in the engagement state when starting the engine
to have a value making the steering torque equal to
or lower than the clutch release start torque.
Accordingly, when the backup clutch 6 in the en-
gagement state is switched to the release state, shift-
ing from the EPS state to the SBW state is enabled
with a sense of discomfort received by the driver grip-
ping the steering operation element 28 being ena-
bled to be reduced.
As a result, it is possible to reduce a sense of dis-
comfort received by the driver gripping the steering
operation element 28 when starting the engine, and
it is also possible to smoothly shift from the EPS state
to the SBW state.
(4) The turning motor controller 18 sets the turning
assistance torque output at the time of starting the
engine to be greater than the turning assistance
torque output at the time of a failure of the steering
control apparatus 1. In other words, the start-timing
EPS assist current is set to be greater than the fail-
ure-time EPS assist current.
Accordingly, it is possible to set the turning motor
instruction current input to the turning motor 2 when
starting the engine to be greater than the turning mo-
tor instruction current input to the turning motor 2
when an abnormality occurs in the SBW system.
As a result, by shortening the time while the driver
is reducing the steering torque applied to the steering
shaft 30 when starting the engine, it is made possible
to shorten the time needed for switching the backup
clutch 6 in the engagement state to the release state.
(5) After a state where the backup clutch 6 is set to
the engagement state and the turning motor 2 out-
puts the
turning assistance torque, until a state where the
backup clutch 6 in the engagement state is switched
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to the release state, the reaction force motor control-
ler 20 outputs the steering reaction force to the steer-
ing shaft 30.
Accordingly, it is possible to switch the backup clutch
6 in the engagement state to the release state, while
the turning motor 2 is outputting the turning assist-
ance torque and the reaction force motor 4 is out-
putting the steering reaction force to the steering
shaft 30.
As a result, the impact transmitted to the steering
operation element 28 through the steering shaft 30
from the backup clutch 6 when the engagement state
is switched to the release state is lower than the
steering reaction force output from the reaction force
motor 4 to the steering shaft 30. Thus, it is possible
to reduce a sense of discomfort such as a change
in the reaction force or the like felt by the driver who
is gripping the steering operation element 28 in re-
sponse to switching from the engagement state of
the backup clutch 6 to the release state.
(6) When the elapsed time for determination is equal
to or longer than the SBW switch determination time
Tm, the clutch controller 40 determines that shifting
from the engagement state of the backup clutch 6 to
the release state is completed. In addition to this,
when the clutch controller 40 determines that the
shifting from the engagement state of the backup
clutch 6 to the release state is completed, the turning
motor controller 18 outputs the turning torque de-
pending on the target turning angle.
Accordingly, when the elapsed time for determina-
tion is shorter than the SBW switch determination
time Tm, the clutch controller 40 determines that
shifting from the engagement state of the backup
clutch 6 to the release state is not completed, and
the turning control switch flag is maintained in the
"EPS state".
As a result, even after the release instruction is out-
put to the backup clutch 6, as far as the backup clutch
6 is in the engagement state, the state where the
turning assistance torque is output from the turning
motor 2 is maintained. Accordingly, it is possible to
improve the certainty of the process of shifting from
the engagement state of the backup clutch 6 to the
release state.
In addition, as a method of improving the certainty
of the process of shifting the backup clutch 6 from
the engagement state to the release state, there is
a method of setting the backup clutch 6 to the release
state with the driving (i.e., turning) of the turning mo-
tor 2 and the reaction force motor 4 being stopped.
Further, there is a method of interlocking the driving
(i.e., turning) of the turning motor 2 with the driving
(i.e., turning) of the reaction force motor 4.
In the above-described two methods, however, the
driver who is gripping the steering operation element
28 will feel a sense of discomfort from the impact in
setting the backup clutch 6 to the release state or

from the turning motor 2 and the reaction force motor
4 interlocking with each other.
In contrast, according to the process performed by
the clutch controller 40 in the present embodiment,
when the backup clutch 6 is in the engagement state,
the state of outputting the turning assistance torque
from the turning motor 2 is maintained. Accordingly,
it is possible to reduce a sense of discomfort felt by
the driver who is gripping the steering operation el-
ement 28, and it is also possible to improve the cer-
tainty of the process of shifting from the engagement
state of the backup clutch 6 to the release state.
(7) In the steering control method in the present em-
bodiment, the steering torque to be applied to the
steering shaft 30 is detected when the driver oper-
ates the steering operation element 28. In addition
to this, the backup clutch 6 is set to the engagement
state when starting the engine. When the steering
torque detected after the engine starts is equal to or
lower than the clutch release start torque Ts1, the
backup clutch 6 in the engagement state is switched
to the release state. Moreover, when the backup
clutch 6 is set to the engagement state, the turning
assistance torque is output from the turning motor
2. When the backup clutch 6 in the engagement state
is switched to the release state, the turning torque
in accordance with the turning angle is output from
the turning motor 2.
Accordingly, when the backup clutch 6 in the en-
gagement state is switched to the release state, it is
possible to shift from the EPS state to the SBW state
with the impact received by the driver through the
driver’s hands gripping the steering operation ele-
ment 28 being enabled to be reduced.
As a result, it is possible to suppress the steering
state of the steering operation element 28 from being
different from the driver’s intention when starting the
engine. In addition, it is possible to suppress the driv-
er’s hands gripping the steering operation element
28 from losing control by the operation of the steering
operation element 28, and it is also possible to
smoothly shift from the EPS state to the SBW state.
Accordingly, it is possible to suppress a free vibration
of the steering torque detector 10 or the steering
shaft 30 caused by a change in the steering torque
generated when the backup clutch 6 in the engage-
ment state is switched to the release state. As a re-
sult, it is possible to suppress a noise or vibration
generated when the backup clutch 6 in the engage-
ment state is switched to the release state, and it is
also possible to reduce a sense of discomfort that
the driver feels.

(Modifications)

[0152]

(1) In some embodiments, when the elapsed time
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for determination is equal to or longer than the SBW
switch determination time Tm, the clutch controller
40 determines that shifting from the engagement
state of the backup clutch 6 to the release state is
completed. However, the present disclosure is not
limited to this.

[0153] In other words, for example, the clutch controller
40 may do the following process to be described below,
in another embodiment.
[0154] After shifting from the engagement state of the
backup clutch 6 to the release state starts, when the ab-
solute value of the torque sensor value Vts becomes
equal to or lower than the clutch release estimate torque
Ts2, the clutch controller 40 determines that shifting from
the engagement state of the backup clutch 6 to the re-
lease state is completed. In addition, until the elapsed
time for determination is equal to or longer than the SBW
switch determination time Tm, when the absolute value
of the torque sensor value is greater than the clutch re-
lease estimate torque Ts2, the backup clutch 6 in the
release state is switched to the engagement state.
[0155] With the above configuration, it is possible to
shorten the time elapsed from the EPS state to the SBW
state, and it is possible to improve the responsiveness
of the steering control apparatus 1 and also improve a
feeling of steering received by a driver.

(Second embodiment)

[0156] Hereinafter, a second embodiment (hereinaf-
ter, referred to as the present embodiment) of the present
disclosure will be described by use of FIG. 6, with refer-
ence to FIG. 1 to FIG. 5. It is to be noted that in the present
embodiment, the configuration is same as that in the first
embodiment, except the configuration of the turning mo-
tor controller 18. Therefore, the descriptions other than
the turning motor controller 18 will be omitted. In addition,
the same configurations as in the first embodiment will
be described with the same reference numerals.

(Configuration)

[0157] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrative of a detailed
configuration of the turning motor controller 18.
[0158] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the turning motor con-
troller 18 includes the clutch controller 40, the SBW turn-
ing instruction angle calculation unit 44, an EPS corre-
sponding turning instruction angle calculation unit 58, a
turning instruction angle switch unit 60, and the turning
position servo controller 48.
[0159] The configuration of the clutch controller 40 is
similar to that of the first embodiment as described above,
and its description will be omitted.
[0160] The SBW turning instruction angle calculation
unit 44 receives inputs of the information signal output
from the vehicle speed detector 12 and the information
signal output from the steering angle detector 14. Then,

the SBW turning instruction angle calculation unit 44 cal-
culates a turning instruction angle based on the vehicle
speed included in the information signal output from the
vehicle speed detector 12 and the current steering angle
θs included in the information signal output from the
steering angle detector 14.
[0161] In addition, the SBW turning instruction angle
calculation unit 44 outputs the information signal includ-
ing the turning instruction angle that has been calculated
to the EPS corresponding turning instruction angle cal-
culation unit 58 and the turning instruction angle switch
unit 60.
[0162] The EPS corresponding turning instruction an-
gle calculation unit 58 includes a turning assistance
torque calculation gain generator 62 and a turning in-
struction angle correction unit 64.
[0163] The turning assistance torque calculation gain
generator 62 receives the information signal output from
the steering torque detector 10. Then, the turning assist-
ance torque calculation gain generator 62 multiplies the
torque sensor value included in the information signal
output from the steering torque detector 10 by a prede-
fined turning assistance torque correction coefficient, so
as to generate a turning assistance torque calculation
gain.
[0164] Herein, the turning assistance torque correction
coefficient is set depending on the performance (i.e. ,
output or the like) of the turning motor 2, and is stored in
the turning assistance torque calculation gain generator
62.
[0165] Further, the turning assistance torque calcula-
tion gain generator 62 outputs the information signal in-
cluding the turning assistance torque calculation gain that
has been generated to the turning instruction angle cor-
rection unit 64.
[0166] The turning instruction angle correction unit 64
receives inputs of the information signal output from the
SBW turning instruction angle calculation unit 44 and the
information output from the turning assistance torque cal-
culation gain generator 62. Then, the turning instruction
angle correction unit 64 adds (i.e., +) the turning assist-
ance torque calculation gain generated by the turning
assistance torque calculation gain generator 62 to the
turning instruction angle included in the information sig-
nal output from the SBW turning instruction angle calcu-
lation unit 44, so as to calculate an EPS corresponding
turning instruction angle.
[0167] Moreover, the turning instruction angle correc-
tion unit 64 outputs the information signal including the
EPS corresponding turning instruction angle that has
been calculated to the turning instruction angle switch
unit 60.
[0168] Herein, the EPS corresponding turning instruc-
tion angle is a current instruction value to control the driv-
ing of the turning motor 2 according to the turning assist-
ance torque.
[0169] As described above, the EPS corresponding
turning instruction angle calculation unit 58 calculates
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the EPS corresponding turning instruction angle based
on the torque sensor value included in the information
signal output from the steering torque detector 10 and
the predefined turning assistance torque calculation
gain.
[0170] Thus, the turning motor controller 18 in the
present embodiment corrects the turning instruction an-
gle to calculate the turning torque depending on the target
turning angle by use of the predefined turning assistance
torque calculation gain, so as to calculate the turning as-
sistance torque.
[0171] The turning instruction angle switch unit 60 re-
ceives inputs of the information signals output from the
clutch controller 40, the SBW turning instruction angle
calculation unit 44, and the EPS corresponding turning
instruction angle calculation unit 58.
[0172] In addition, the turning instruction angle switch
unit 60 switches the turning instruction angle based on
the turning control switch flag included in the information
signal output from the clutch controller 40. Then, the in-
formation signal including the turning instruction angle
that has been switched is output to the turning position
servo controller 48.
[0173] Specifically, when the turning control switch flag
is in the EPS state, the turning instruction angle is
switched to the SBW turning instruction angle.
[0174] Further, when the turning control switch flag is
in the SBW state, the turning instruction angle is switched
to the EPS corresponding turning instruction angle.
[0175] The turning position servo controller 48 re-
ceives an input of the information signal output from the
turning instruction angle switch unit 60. Then, the turning
position servo controller 48 calculates the turning instruc-
tion current based on the turning instruction angle includ-
ed in the information signal output from the turning in-
struction angle switch unit 60.
[0176] In this situation, the turning instruction current
that has been calculated by the turning position servo
controller 48 is an instruction value according to the turn-
ing motor instruction current for outputting to turning
wheels W the torque corresponding to the turning instruc-
tion angle that has been switched to by the turning in-
struction angle switch unit 60.
[0177] Moreover, the turning position servo controller
48 receives an input of the information signal output from
the turning angle detector 16. In addition to this, the turn-
ing position servo controller 48 detects the turning motor
instruction current that has finally been output to the turn-
ing motor 2. Then, the information signal output from the
turning angle detector 16 and the turning motor instruc-
tion current that has finally been output to the turning
motor 2 are used in the calculation of the turning instruc-
tion current. Accordingly, the turning position servo con-
troller 48 performs feedback control about the calculation
of the turning instruction current.
[0178] Further, the turning position servo controller 48
changes the voltage to be supplied to the turning motor
2, so that the turning motor instruction current depending

on the turning instruction current that has been calculated
should be input to the turning motor 2.

(Operations)

[0179] Next, with reference to FIG. 1 and FIG. 4 to FIG.
6, an example of the operations by using the steering
control apparatus 1 in the present embodiment will be
described.
[0180] In a vehicle including the steering control appa-
ratus 1 in the present embodiment, when the driver op-
erates an ignition switch to start the operation, the EPS
corresponding turning instruction angle calculation unit
58 calculates an EPS corresponding turning instruction
angle. Then, the information signal including the EPS
corresponding turning instruction angle that has been
calculated is output to the turning instruction angle switch
unit 60.
[0181] The clutch controller 40 generates the clutch
control flag as the "engagement instruction", and in ad-
dition, generates the turning control switch flag as the
"EPS state".
[0182] Next, the turning instruction angle switch unit
60 switches the turning instruction angle to the EPS cor-
responding turning instruction angle based on the turning
control switch flag. Further, the information signal includ-
ing the EPS corresponding turning instruction angle is
output to the turning position servo controller 48.
[0183] The turning position servo controller 48 that has
received an input of the information signal including the
start-timing EPS assist current changes the voltage to
be supplied to the turning motor 2, so that the turning
motor instruction current corresponding to the EPS cor-
responding turning instruction angle should be input to
the turning motor 2.
[0184] When the steering torque that the driver applies
to the steering shaft 30 decreases and the absolute value
of the torque sensor value is equal to or lower than the
clutch release start torque Ts1, the clutch controller 40
generates the clutch control flag as the "release
instruction" . Then, the clutch controller 40 outputs the
information signal generated as the "release instruction"
to the backup clutch 6 as a clutch instruction current. The
backup clutch 6 that has received an input of the clutch
instruction current starts shifting from the engagement
state to the release state.
[0185] It is to be noted that, in this state, the turning
control switch flag is maintained in the "EPS state". In
addition, the reaction force motor 4 outputs the steering
reaction force according to the steering angle of the steer-
ing operation element 28 to the steering shaft 30.
[0186] Subsequently, when the absolute value of the
torque sensor value is equal to or lower than the clutch
release estimate torque Ts2, the measurement of the
elapsed time for determination starts.
[0187] When the elapsed time for determination that
has been measured is equal to or longer than the SBW
switch determination time Tm, the clutch controller 40
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determines that shifting from the engagement state of
the backup clutch 6 to the release state is completed,
and generates a turning control switch flag as the "SBW
state". Then, the clutch controller 40 outputs the infor-
mation signal including the turning control switch flag that
has been generated as the "SBW state" to the turning
instruction angle switch unit 60.
[0188] Subsequently, the turning instruction angle
switch unit 60 switches the turning instruction angle from
the EPS corresponding turning instruction angle to the
SBW turning instruction angle based on the turning con-
trol switch flag. Further, the turning instruction angle
switch unit 60 outputs the information signal including
the SBW turning instruction angle to the turning position
servo controller 48.
[0189] Moreover, the turning position servo controller
48 that has received an input of the information signal
including the SBW turning instruction angle changes the
voltage to be supplied to the turning motor 2, so that the
turning motor instruction current according to the SBW
turning instruction angle should be input to the turning
motor 2.
[0190] As described heretofore, in the present embod-
iment, the turning motor controller 18 corrects the turning
instruction angle to calculate the turning torque depend-
ing on the target turning angle by use of a predefined
turning assistance torque calculation gain, so as to cal-
culate the turning assistance torque. Accordingly, when
the turning control switch flag is switched from the "EPS
state" to the "SBW state", the turning position servo con-
troller 48 will change the voltage to be supplied to the
turning motor 2 according to the turning instruction angle
that is not corrected by the turning assistance torque cal-
culation gain.
[0191] Accordingly, in the present embodiment, when
the turning control switch flag is switched from the "EPS
state" to the "SBW state", it is possible for the turning
position servo controller 48 to continue the servo control
of the turning angle.

(Advantageous effects of the second embodiment)

[0192] According to the vehicle control apparatus 1 in
the present embodiment, following advantageous effects
will be brought about.

(1) The turning motor controller 18 corrects the turn-
ing instruction angle to calculate the turning torque
depending on the target turning angle, by use of a
predefined turning assistance torque calculation
gain, so as to calculate the turning assistance torque.

[0193] Accordingly, when the turning control switch
flag is switched from the "EPS state" to the "SBW state" ,
the turning position servo controller 48 changes the volt-
age to be supplied to the turning motor 2 in accordance
with the turning instruction angle that is not corrected by
the turning assistance torque calculation gain.

[0194] As a result, when the turning control switch flag
is switched the "EPS state" to the "SBW state", it is pos-
sible for the turning position servo controller 48 to con-
tinue the servo control of the turning angle, and it is thus
possible to smoothly shift from the EPS state to the SBW
state. Accordingly, it is possible to reduce a sense of
discomfort that a driver feels when the backup clutch 6
in the engagement state is switched to the release state.
[0195] Herein, only a limited number of the embodi-
ments have been described. The scope of right of the
present disclosure is not limited to the above-described
embodiments. It would be apparent by those skilled in
the art that changes may be made in these embodiments,
based on the above disclosure within the scope of the
appended claims

Reference Signs List

[0196]

1 steering control apparatus
2 turning motor
4 reaction force motor
6 backup clutch
8 engine instruction detector
10 steering torque detector
12 vehicle speed detector
14 steering angle detector
16 turning angle detector
18 turning motor controller
20 reaction force motor controller
22 turning motor output shaft
24 rack gear
26 rack shaft
28 steering operation element
30 steering shaft
32 pinion shaft
34 steering side clutch board
36 turning side clutch board
38 communications line
40 clutch controller
42 EPS controller
44 SBW turning instruction angle calculation unit
46 gain addition unit
48 turning position servo controller
50 turning instruction current switch unit
52 turning instruction current servo controller
54 SBW reaction force instruction current calculation

unit
56 reaction force instruction current servo controller
58 EPS corresponding turning instruction angle cal-

culation unit
60 turning instruction angle switch unit
62 turning assistance torque calculation gain gener-

ator
64 turning instruction angle correction unit
W turning wheel (left front wheel WFL, right front

wheel WFR)
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Claims

1. A vehicle steering control apparatus, comprising:

a driving source configured to drive a driving
wheel;
a turning motor (2) configured to turn a turning
wheel (W) ;
a backup clutch (6) configured to be switchable
between a release state of mechanically decou-
pling a torque transmission path between a
steering operation element (28) operated by a
driver and the turning wheel (W) and an engage-
ment state of mechanically coupling the torque
transmission path;
a steering torque detector (10) configured to de-
tect a steering torque to be applied to a steering
shaft (30) included in the torque transmission
path, when the driver operates the steering op-
eration element (28);
a clutch controller (40) configured to set the
backup clutch (6) to the engagement state in
starting the driving source, and to switch the
backup clutch (6) in the engagement state to the
release state when the steering torque detected
by the steering torque detector (10) after the
driving source starts becomes equal to or lower
than a clutch release start torque that is set be-
forehand; and
a turning motor controller (18) configured to
make the turning motor (2) output a turning as-
sistance torque for assisting turning of the turn-
ing wheel (W) in response to an operation of the
steering operation element (28), when the clutch
controller (40) sets the backup clutch (6) to the
engagement state, and configured to make the
turning motor (2) output the turning torque de-
pending on a target turning angle in response
to the operation of the steering operation ele-
ment (28), when the clutch controller (40) switch-
es the backup clutch (6) in the engagement state
to the release state,
wherein the clutch controller (40) is configured
to determine that shifting of the state of the back-
up clutch (6) from the engagement state to the
release state is completed, when an elapsed
time for determination that is a period while the
steering torque detected by the steering torque
detector (10) that is equal to or shorter than a
predefined clutch release estimate torque is
equal to or longer than a predefined SBW switch
determination time, after switching of the en-
gagement state of the backup clutch (6) to the
release state starts,
wherein the turning motor controller (18) is con-
figured to output the turning torque depending
on the target turning angle to control driving of
the turning motor (2), when the clutch controller

(40) determines that shifting from the engage-
ment state of the backup clutch (6) to the release
state is completed, and
wherein the clutch release estimate torque is
lower than the clutch release state torque.

2. The vehicle steering control apparatus according to
claim 1, wherein the turning motor controller (18) is
configured to set the backup clutch (6) to the en-
gagement state in starting the driving source, and is
configured to set the turning assistance torque out-
put from the turning motor (2) to have a value so that
the steering torque becomes equal to or lower than
the clutch release start torque.

3. The vehicle steering control apparatus according to
claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the turning motor con-
troller (18) is configured to set the backup clutch (6)
to the engagement state in starting the driving
source, and is configured to set the backup clutch
(6) to the engagement state when a failure occurs
at the vehicle steering control apparatus and set the
turning assistance torque output from the turning mo-
tor (2) to have a torque greater than the turning as-
sistance torque output from the turning motor (2).

4. The vehicle steering control apparatus according to
any one of claims 1 to 3, further comprising:

a reaction force motor (4) configured to output
to the steering shaft (30) a steering reaction
force to be exerted in an opposite direction to
an operation direction of the steering operation
element (28) to be steered by the driver; and
a reaction force motor controller (20) configured
to output the steering reaction force to the steer-
ing shaft (30) to control driving of the reaction
force motor, after a state where the backup
clutch (6) is set to the engagement state and the
turning motor (2) outputs the turning assistance
torque, until a state where the backup clutch (6)
in the engagement state is switched to the re-
lease state.

5. The vehicle steering control apparatus according to
any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the turning motor
controller (18) is configured to correct a turning in-
struction angle for calculating the turning torque de-
pending on the target turning angle by use of a pre-
defined turning assistance torque calculation gain to
calculate the turning assistance torque.

6. The vehicle steering control apparatus according to
any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the clutch controller (40) is configured to de-
termine that shifting from the engagement state of
the backup clutch (6) to the release state is complet-
ed, when the steering torque detected by the steering
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torque detector (10) becomes equal to or lower than
the clutch release estimate torque, after switching of
the engagement state of the backup clutch (6) to the
release state starts, and
wherein the backup clutch (6) in the release state is
switched to the engagement state, when the steering
torque detected by the steering torque detector (10)
is greater than the clutch release estimate torque,
until the elapsed time for determination becomes
equal to or longer than the SBW switch determination
time.

7. A vehicle steering control method, comprising:

detecting a steering torque to be applied to a
steering shaft (30) included in a torque trans-
mission path between a steering operation ele-
ment (28) and a turning wheel (W), when a driver
operates the steering operation element (28);
setting a backup clutch (6) configured to be
switchable between a release state of mechan-
ically decoupling the torque transmission path
and an engagement state of mechanically cou-
pling the torque transmission path, to the en-
gagement state in starting the driving source for
driving a steering wheel, and switching the back-
up clutch (6) in the engagement state to the re-
lease state when the steering torque detected
after the driving source starts becomes equal to
or lower than a clutch release start torque that
is set beforehand; and
making the turning motor (2) output a turning
assistance torque for assisting turning of the
turning wheel (W) in response to an operation
of the steering operation element (28), when the
backup clutch (6) is set to the engagement state,
and making the turning motor (2) output the turn-
ing torque depending on a target turning angle
in response to the operation of the steering op-
eration element (28), when the backup clutch
(6) in the engagement state is switched to the
release state, so as to control driving of the turn-
ing motor (2),
wherein the clutch controller (40) is configured
to determine that shifting of the state of the back-
up clutch (6) from the engagement state to the
release state, when an elapsed time for deter-
mination that is a period while the steering
torque detected by the steering torque detector
(10) that is equal to or shorter than a predefined
clutch release estimate torque is equal to or
longer than a predefined SBW switch determi-
nation time, after switching of the engagement
state of the backup clutch (6) to the release state
starts,
wherein the turning motor controller (18) is con-
figured to output the turning torque depending
on the target turning angle to control driving of

the turning motor (2), when the clutch controller
(40) determines that shifting from the engage-
ment state of the backup clutch (6) to the release
state is completed, and
wherein the clutch release estimate torque is
lower than the clutch release state torque.

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeugienksteuervorrichtung, umfassend:

eine Antriebsquelle, die konfiguriert ist, um ein
Antriebsrad anzutreiben,
einen Drehmotor (2), der konfiguriert ist, um ein
Drehrad (W) zu drehen,
eine Backup-Kupplung (6), die konfiguriert ist,
um zwischen einem Lösungszustand einer me-
chanischen Entkopplung eines Drehmomentü-
bertragungspfads zwischen einem durch einen
Fahrer betätigten Lenkbetätigungselement (28)
und dem Drehrad (W) und einem Eingreifzu-
stand einer mechanischen Kopplung des Dreh-
momentübertragungspfads geschaltet werden
zu können,
einen Lenkdrehmomentdetektor (10), der konfi-
guriert ist, um ein Lenkdrehmoment zu erfassen,
das auf eine in dem Drehmomentübertragungs-
pfad enthaltene Lenkwelle (30) auszuüben ist,
wenn der Fahrer das Lenkbetätigungselement
(28) betätigt,
eine Kupplungssteuereinrichtung, (40), die kon-
figuriert ist, um die Backup-Kupplung (6) beim
Starten der Antriebsquelle zu dem Eingreifzu-
stand zu setzen und um die Backup-Kupplung
(6) aus dem Eingreifzustand zu dem Lösungs-
zustand zu schalten, wenn das durch den Lenk-
drehmomentdetektor (10) erfasste Lenkdreh-
moment nach dem Starten der Antriebsquelle
gleich oder kleiner als ein zuvor gesetztes Kupp-
lungslösungsstartdrehmoment wird, und
eine Drehmotorsteuereinrichtung (18), die kon-
figuriert ist, um dafür zu sorgen, dass der Dreh-
motor (2) ein Drehunterstützungsdrehmoment
zum Unterstützen des Drehens des Drehrads
(W) in Antwort auf eine Betätigung des Lenkbe-
tätigungselements (28) ausgibt, wenn die Kupp-
lungssteuereinrichtung (40) die Backupkupp-
lung (6) zu dem Eingreifzustand setzt, und kon-
figuriert ist, um dafür zu sorgen, dass der Dreh-
motor (2) das Drehmoment in Abhängigkeit von
einem Zieldrehwinkel in Antwort auf die Betäti-
gung des Lenkbetätigungselements (28) aus-
gibt, wenn die Kupplungssteuereinrichtung (40)
die Backup-Kupplung (6) aus dem Eingreifzu-
stand zu dem Lösungszustand schaltet,
wobei die Kupplungssteuereinrichtung (40) kon-
figuriert ist, um zu bestimmen, dass das Schal-
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ten des Zustands der Backup-Kupplung (6) aus
dem Eingreifzustand zu dem Lösungszustand
abgeschlossen ist, wenn eine abgelaufene Zeit
für die Bestimmung, die eine Periode ist, wäh-
rend welcher das durch den Lenkdrehmoment-
detektor (10) erfasste Lenkdrehmoment gleich
oder kleiner als ein vordefiniertes Kupplungslö-
sungsschätzdrehmoment ist, nach dem Starten
des Schaltens des Eingreifzustands der Back-
up-Kupplung (6) zu dem Lösungszustand gleich
oder länger als eine vordefinierte Steer-by-Wire-
Schaltbestimmungszeit ist,
wobei die Drehmotorsteuereinrichtung (18) kon-
figuriert ist, um das Drehmoment in Abhängig-
keit von dem Zieldrehwinkel für das Steuern des
Antriebs des Drehmotors (2) auszugeben, wenn
die Kupplungssteuereinrichtung (40) bestimmt,
dass das Schalten aus dem Eingreifzustand der
Backup-Kupplung (6) zu dem Lösungszustand
abgeschlossen ist, und
wobei das Kupplungslösungsschätzdrehmo-
ment kleiner ist als das Kupplungslösungszu-
standsdrehmoment.

2. Fahrzeuglenksteuervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Drehmotorsteuereinrichtung (18) konfigu-
riert ist, um die Backup-Kupplung (6) beim Starten
der Antriebsquelle zu dem Eingreifzustand zu set-
zen, und konfiguriert ist, um die Drehunterstützungs-
drehmomentausgabe von dem Drehmotor (2) auf ei-
nen derartigen Wert zu setzen, dass das Lenkdreh-
moment gleich oder kleiner als das Kupplungslö-
sungsstartdrehmoment wird.

3. Fahrzeuglenksteuervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1
oder 2, wobei die Drehmotorsteuereinrichtung (18)
konfiguriert ist, um die Backup-Kupplung (6) beim
Starten der Antriebsquelle zu dem Eingreifzustand
zu setzen, und konfiguriert ist, um die Backup-Kupp-
lung (6) zu dem Eingreifzustand zu setzen, wenn ein
Fehler in der Fahrzeuglenksteuervorrichtung auftritt,
und um das von dem Drehmotor (2) ausgegebene
Drehunterstützungsdrehmoment zu einem Drehmo-
ment zu setzen, das größer als das von dem Dreh-
motor (2) ausgegebene Drehunterstützungsdreh-
moment ist.

4. Fahrzeuglenksteuervorrichtung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 3, die weiterhin umfasst:

einen Reaktionskraftmotor (4), der konfiguriert
ist, um zu der Lenkwelle (30) eine Lenkreakti-
onskraft auszugeben, die in einer entgegenge-
setzten Richtung zu einer Betätigungsrichtung
des durch den Fahrer zu lenkenden Lenkbetä-
tigungselements (28) auszuüben ist, und
eine Reaktionskraftmotorsteuereinrichtung
(20), die konfiguriert ist, um die Lenkreaktions-

kraft zu der Lenkwelle (30) für das Steuern des
Antriebs des Reaktionskraftmotors nach einem
Zustand, in dem die Backup-Kupplung (6) zu
dem Eingreifzustand gesetzt ist und der Dreh-
motor (2) das Drehunterstützungsdrehmoment
ausgibt, bis zu einem Zustand, in dem die Back-
up-Kupplung (6) aus dem Eingreifzustand zu
dem Lösungszustand geschaltet wird, auszuge-
ben.

5. Fahrzeuglenksteuervorrichtung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die Drehmotorsteuereinrich-
tung (18) konfiguriert ist, um einen Drehbefehlswin-
kel für das Berechnen des Drehmoments in Abhän-
gigkeit von dem Zieldrehwinkel unter Verwendung
einer vordefinierten Drehunterstützungsdrehmo-
ment-Berechnungsverstärkung für das Berechnen
des Drehunterstützungsdrehmoments zu korrigie-
ren.

6. Fahrzeuglenksteuervorrichtung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 5,
wobei die Kupplungssteuereinrichtung (40) konfigu-
riert ist, um zu bestimmen, dass das Schalten von
dem Eingreifzustand der Backup-Kupplung (6) zu
dem Lösungszustand abgeschlossen ist, wenn das
durch den Lenkdrehmomentdetektor (10) erfasste
Lenkdrehmoment nach dem Starten des Schaltens
des Eingreifzustands der Backup-Kupplung (6) zu
dem Lösungszustand gleich oder kleiner als das
Kupplungslösungsschätzdrehmoment wird, und
wobei die Backup-Kupplung (6) aus dem Lösungs-
zustand zu dem Eingreifzustand geschaltet wird,
wenn das durch den Lenkdrehmomentdetektor (10)
erfasste Lenkdrehmoment größer als das Kupp-
lungslösungsschätzdrehmoment ist, bis die abge-
laufene Zeit für die Bestimmung gleich oder länger
als die Steer-by-Wire-Schaltbestimmungszeit wird.

7. Fahrzeuglenksteuerverfahren, umfassend:

Erfassen eines Lenkdrehmoments, das auf eine
in einem Drehmomentübertragungspfad zwi-
schen einem Lenkbetätigungselement (28) und
einem Drehrad (W) enthaltene Lenkwelle (30)
auszuüben ist, wenn ein Fahrer das Lenkbetä-
tigungselement (28) betätigt,
Setzen einer Backup-Kupplung (6), die konfigu-
riert ist, um zwischen einem Lösungszustand ei-
ner mechanischen Entkopplung des Drehmo-
mentübertragungspfads und einem Eingreifzu-
stand einer mechanischen Kopplung des Dreh-
momentübertragungspfads geschaltet werden
zu können, zu dem Eingreifzustand beim Star-
ten der Antriebsquelle für das Antreiben eines
Lenkrads, und Schalten der Backup-Kupplung
(6) aus dem Eingreifzustand zu dem Lösungs-
zustand, wenn das nach dem Starten der An-
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triebsquelle erfasste Lenkdrehmoment gleich
oder kleiner als ein zuvor gesetztes Kupplungs-
freigabestartdrehmoment wird, und
Sorgen dafür, dass der Drehmotor (2) ein Dre-
hunterstützungsdrehmoment zum Unterstützen
des Drehens des Drehrads (W) in Antwort auf
eine Betätigung des Lenkbetätigungselements
(28) ausgibt, wenn die Backup-Kupplung (6) zu
dem Eingreifzustand gesetzt wird, und Sorgen
dafür, dass der Drehmotor (2) das Drehmoment
in Abhängigkeit von einem Zieldrehwinkel in
Antwort auf die Betätigung des Lenkbetäti-
gungselements (28) ausgibt, wenn die Backup-
Kupplung (6) aus dem Eingreifzustand zu dem
Lösungszustand gesetzt wird, um den Betrieb
des Drehmotors (2) zu steuern,
wobei die Kupplungssteuereinrichtung (40) kon-
figuriert ist, um zu bestimmen, dass das Schal-
ten des Zustands der Backup-Kupplung (6) aus
dem Eingreifzustand zu dem Lösungszustand
abgeschlossen ist, wenn eine abgelaufene Zeit
für die Bestimmung, die eine Periode ist, wäh-
rend welcher das durch den Lenkdrehmoment-
detektor (10) erfasste Lenkdrehmoment gleich
oder kleiner als ein vordefiniertes Kupplungslö-
sungsschätzdrehmoment ist, nach dem Starten
des Schaltens des Eingreifzustands der Back-
up-Kupplung (6) zu dem Lösungszustand gleich
oder länger als eine vordefinierte Steer-by-Wire-
Schaltbestimmungszeit ist,
wobei die Drehmotorsteuereinrichtung (18) kon-
figuriert ist, um das Drehmoment in Abhängig-
keit von dem Zieldrehwinkel für das Steuern des
Antriebs des Drehmotors (2) auszugeben, wenn
die Kupplungssteuereinrichtung (40) bestimmt,
dass das Schalten aus dem Eingreifzustand der
Backup-Kupplung (6) zu dem Lösungszustand
abgeschlossen ist, und
wobei das Kupplungslösungsschätzdrehmo-
ment kleiner ist als das Kupplungslösungszu-
standsdrehmoment.

Revendications

1. Appareil de commande de direction de véhicule,
comprenant :

une source d’entraînement configurée pour en-
traîner une roue directrice,
un moteur de mise en rotation (2) configuré pour
faire tourner une roue en rotation (W),
un embrayage de secours (6) configuré pour
pouvoir basculer entre un état de libération, con-
sistant à découpler mécaniquement une ligne
de transmission de couple entre un élément de
manoeuvre de direction (28) mis en oeuvre par
un conducteur et la roue en rotation (W), et un

état de mise en prise consistant à coupler mé-
caniquement la ligne de transmission de couple,
un détecteur de couple de braquage (10) confi-
guré pour détecter le couple de braquage à ap-
pliquer à un arbre de direction (30) inclus dans
la ligne de transmission de couple lorsque le
conducteur manipule l’élément de manoeuvre
de direction (28),
un contrôleur d’embrayage (40) configuré pour
positionner l’embrayage de secours (6) à l’état
de prise en démarrant la source d’entraînement,
et pour faire basculer l’embrayage de secours
(6) qui se trouve à l’état de prise vers l’état de
libération lorsque le couple de braquage détecté
par le détecteur de couple de braquage (10),
après le démarrage de la source d’entraîne-
ment, devient inférieur ou égal à un couple de
démarrage de libération d’embrayage qui est ré-
glé a priori, et
un contrôleur de moteur de rotation (18) confi-
guré pour amener le moteur de rotation (2) à
fournir en sortie un couple d’assistance à la ro-
tation permettant d’assister la rotation de la roue
en rotation (W) en réponse à une manipulation
de l’élément de manoeuvre de direction (28),
lorsque le contrôleur d’embrayage (40) position-
ne l’embrayage de secours (6) à l’état de prise,
et il est configuré pour amener le moteur de ro-
tation (2) à fournir en sortie le couple de braqua-
ge en fonction d’un angle cible de rotation en
réponse à la manipulation de l’élément de ma-
noeuvre de direction (28), lorsque le contrôleur
d’embrayage (40) fait basculer l’embrayage de
secours (6) qui se trouve à l’état de prise vers
l’état de libération,
dans lequel le contrôleur d’embrayage (40) est
configuré pour déterminer que le basculement
d’état de l’embrayage de secours (6) de l’état
de prise à l’état de libération est achevé lors-
qu’un temps est écoulé pour la détermination
qui représente un intervalle de temps pendant
lequel le couple de braquage détecté par le dé-
tecteur de couple de braquage (10), qui est égal
ou plus court qu’un couple estimé prédéfini de
libération d’embrayage, est égal ou plus long
qu’un temps de détermination de basculement
SBW (direction électronique) prédéfini, après
que le basculement de l’état de prise de l’em-
brayage de secours (6) vers l’état de libération
a débuté,
dans lequel le contrôleur de moteur de rotation
(18) est configuré pour fournir en sortie le couple
de braquage en fonction de l’angle de rotation
cible afin de commander l’entraînement du mo-
teur de rotation (2) lorsque le contrôleur d’em-
brayage (40) a déterminé que le basculement
de l’état de prise de l’embrayage de secours (6)
vers l’état de libération est achevé, et
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dans lequel le couple d’estimation de libération
d’embrayage est inférieur au couple de l’état de
libération de l’embrayage.

2. Appareil de commande de direction de véhicule se-
lon la revendication 1, dans lequel le contrôleur de
moteur de rotation (18) est configuré pour position-
ner l’embrayage de secours (6) à l’état de prise en
démarrant la source d’entraînement, et il est confi-
guré pour positionner le couple d’assistance à la ro-
tation en sortie du moteur de rotation (2) pour pré-
senter une valeur telle que le couple de braquage
devienne inférieur ou égal au couple de démarrage
de libération d’embrayage.

3. Appareil de commande de direction de véhicule se-
lon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans
lequel le contrôleur de moteur de rotation (18) est
configuré pour positionner l’embrayage de secours
(6) à l’état de prise en démarrant la source d’entraî-
nement, et il est configuré pour positionner l’em-
brayage de secours (6) à l’état de prise lorsqu’une
défaillance se produit au niveau de l’appareil de com-
mande de direction du véhicule et pour positionner
le couple d’assistance à la rotation en sortie du mo-
teur de rotation (2) pour qu’il présente un couple su-
périeur au couple d’assistance à la rotation en sortie
du moteur de rotation (2).

4. Appareil de commande de direction de véhicule se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, com-
prenant en outre :

un moteur de génération de force de réaction
(4) configuré pour fournir en sortie à l’arbre de
direction (30) une force de réaction au braquage
à exercer dans une direction opposée à la di-
rection de manipulation de l’élément de ma-
noeuvre de direction (28) dirigé par le conduc-
teur, et
un contrôleur de moteur de force de réaction
(20) configuré pour fournir en sortie la force de
réaction au braquage à l’arbre de direction (30)
afin de réguler l’entraînement du moteur de for-
ce de réaction après avoir atteint un état dans
lequel l’embrayage de secours (6) est position-
né à l’état de prise et où le moteur de rotation
(2) fournit en sortie le couple d’assistance à la
rotation, jusqu’à un état dans lequel l’embraya-
ge de secours (6) qui se trouve à l’état de prise
est basculé à l’état de libération.

5. Appareil de commande de direction de véhicule se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans
lequel le contrôleur de moteur de rotation (18) est
configuré pour corriger un angle d’ordre de rotation
dans le but de calculer le couple de braquage en
fonction de l’angle cible de rotation grâce à l’utilisa-

tion d’un gain de calcul de couple d’assistance à la
rotation prédéfini pour calculer le couple d’assistan-
ce à la rotation.

6. Appareil de commande de direction de véhicule se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5,
dans lequel le contrôleur d’embrayage (40) est con-
figuré pour déterminer que le basculement de l’état
de prise de l’embrayage de secours (6) vers l’état
de libération est achevé lorsque le couple de bra-
quage détecté par le détecteur de couple de braqua-
ge (10) devient inférieur ou égal au couple estimé
de libération d’embrayage, après que le bascule-
ment de l’état de prise de l’embrayage de secours
(6) vers l’état de libération a débuté, et
dans lequel l’embrayage de secours (6) se trouvant
à l’état de libération est basculé vers l’état de mise
en prise lorsque le couple de braquage détecté par
le détecteur de couple de braquage (10) est supé-
rieur au couple estimé de libération d’embrayage jus-
qu’à ce que le temps écoulé pour la détermination
devienne égal ou plus long que le temps de déter-
mination de basculement SBW.

7. Procédé de commande de direction de véhicule,
comprenant :

la détection d’un couple de braquage à appliquer
à un arbre de direction (30) inclus dans une ligne
de transmission de couple entre un élément de
manoeuvre de direction (28) et une roue en ro-
tation (W), lorsqu’un conducteur manipule l’élé-
ment de manoeuvre de direction (28),
le positionnement d’un embrayage de secours
(6) configuré pour pouvoir basculer entre un état
de libération, consistant à découpler mécani-
quement la ligne de transmission de couple, et
un état de mise en prise, consistant à coupler
mécaniquement la ligne de transmission de cou-
ple, vers un état de prise en démarrant la source
d’entraînement permettant d’entraîner une roue
directrice, et de faire basculer l’embrayage de
secours (6) se trouvant à l’état de prise vers l’état
de libération lorsque le couple de braquage dé-
tecté après le démarrage de la source d’entraî-
nement devient inférieur ou égal au couple de
démarrage de libération d’embrayage qui est
établi a priori, et
le fait d’amener le moteur de rotation (2) à fournir
en sortie un couple d’assistance à la rotation
permettant d’assister la rotation de la roue en
rotation (W) en réponse à une manipulation de
l’élément de manoeuvre de direction (28), lors-
que l’embrayage de secours (6) est positionné
à l’état de prise, et le fait d’amener le moteur de
rotation (2) à fournir en sortie le couple de bra-
quage en fonction d’un angle cible de rotation
en réponse à la manipulation de l’élément de
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manoeuvre de direction (28), lorsque l’embraya-
ge de secours (6) qui se trouve à l’état de prise
est basculé vers l’état de libération, de façon à
commander l’entraînement du moteur de rota-
tion (2),
dans lequel le contrôleur d’embrayage (40) est
configuré pour déterminer que le basculement
de l’état de l’embrayage de secours (6), de l’état
de prise à l’état de libération, est achevé, lors-
qu’un temps est écoulé pour la détermination
qui représente un intervalle de temps pendant
lequel le couple de braquage détecté par le dé-
tecteur de couple de braquage (10), qui est égal
ou plus court qu’un couple estimé prédéfini de
libération d’embrayage, est égal ou plus long
qu’un temps de détermination de basculement
SBW (direction électronique) prédéfini, après
que le basculement de l’état de prise de l’em-
brayage de secours (6) vers l’état de libération
a débuté,
dans lequel le contrôleur de moteur de rotation
(18) est configuré pour fournir en sortie le couple
de braquage en fonction de l’angle de rotation
cible afin de commander l’entraînement du mo-
teur de rotation (2) lorsque le contrôleur d’em-
brayage (40) a déterminé que le basculement
de l’état de prise de l’embrayage de secours (6)
vers l’état de libération est achevé, et
dans lequel le couple d’estimation de libération
d’embrayage est inférieur au couple de l’état de
libération de l’embrayage.
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